Robust multipartite entanglement generation via a collision model
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We examine a simple scheme to generate genuine multipartite entangled states across disjoint qubit registers.
We employ a shuttle qubit that is sequentially coupled, in an energy preserving manner, to the constituents within
each register through rounds of interactions. We establish that stable W-type entanglement can be generated
among all qubits within the registers. Furthermore, we find that the entanglement is sensitive to how the shuttle
is treated, showing that a significantly larger degree is achieved by performing projective measurements on
it. Finally, we assess the resilience of this entanglement generation protocol to several types of noise and
imperfections, showing that it is remarkably robust.

I.

INTRODUCTION

It is well established that entangled systems allow for quantum enhanced information processing protocols. The advantage provided even from using two-qubit entanglement continues to drive studies into its generation, quantification, and
characterization [1, 2]. As the ability to control larger ensembles of quantum systems progresses, we are increasingly
faced with the need to extend this framework to multipartite
systems.
Genuine multipartite entanglement (GME) is an inherently
more complex, but richer, phenomenon. To date, advances
have been made in the understanding of three [3–5] and four
qubit states [6, 7], while the characterization of GME in arbitrary systems is still an open question [8–15]. Indeed, beyond
information processing protocols, such tri- and quadripartite
GME has proved to be a useful tool in condensed matter systems for exploring criticality [16–19]. While entanglement
in larger systems is comparatively less understood, it is nevertheless well established that such systems exhibiting GME
can be useful, for example, N-qubit cluster states which allow
for universal quantum computation [20] and one-way quantum computation [21].
Multi-qubit W-states generated across qubit registers can
be used for ensemble-based quantum memories [22], quantum fuels [23], communication in quantum networks [24–
27] and distributed quantum computing, among other applications [28]. Their scalability and robustness against local
bit-flip noise, global dephasing, and particle loss make them
advantageous resources as compared to other multipartite entangled states such as GHZ and cluster states. Although in
terms of robustness, cluster states perform better than GHZ
states, we lack scalable distinguishing analyzers for them, in
both typical linear-optics based quantum communication setups and in atomic set-ups; while there are promising proposals for efficient analyzers of W-states for large networks [29].
Additionally, due to the inherent robustness of W-states and
the non-local nature of their excitations, they are also understood to play a role in energy transport in light harvesting
complexes [30]. The scheme we propose for the generation of

many-qubit W-states can be integrated into recent experimental quantum simulators of quantum biological systems [31].
An outstanding issue remains regarding the efficient generation and certification of GME. Several proposals have been
developed in the literature each with their own associated
strengths and drawbacks [20, 32–42], while there has been
remarkable advances in the experimental generation of GME
states [43–45]. An additionally important issue relates to
the ability to entangle disconnected parts of a quantum device which enhances their versatility [46–48]. The inherent
fragility of quantum systems requires that we develop methods to generate GME states involving minimal external control and initial resources. It is precisely in this direction that
the present work progresses. We examine a simple protocol,
which could be implementable with transmon qubits [49–53],
that uses a shuttle system which sequentially interacts with
qubits inside disconnected registers. Projective measurements
on this shuttle system are shown to significantly enhance the
entanglement content. We show that an energy preserving interaction and suitable initial configuration is sufficient to ensure that a state with a large degree of GME is achievable.
In addition we show this scheme readily generates states that
are close to a perfect W-state, which is known to be a robust form of multipartite entanglement, while requiring significantly less control or resources compared to present techniques [38–41]. Finally, we examine the resilience of the protocol to several common sources of noise.
The generation of multi-qubit W-states is an active and
challenging research field, due to the aforementioned vast
range of applications that these states have in quantum information processing [20–48]. One of the promising experimental results obtained to-date is the eight-ion W-state produced in an ion-trap quantum processor [54]. The scheme
is based upon sharing a common motional quantum between
the ions with partial swap operations. The scheme is technically limited to scaling up to larger systems due to incomplete
optical pumping. In our scheme we assume a common shuttle qubit between the two separate registers with swap operations. There are no external pumps and the shuttle is a separate physical entity instead of being another degree of freedom
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of the registers. The scenario here should produce a single
excitation W-like state, though it is necessary for us to take
into account possible errors and decoherence effects carefully.
Our approach potentially offers significant technical advantages towards scalability and implementations, as we argue
in the context of superconducting transmon qubits. It can be
intuitively expected that the scheme should have further advantages in being able to fuse W-states with a higher number
of excitations using more than one shuttle qubit with excitation conserving swap operations. We focus our attention here
to the case of single shuttle and leave the cases of generation
of other W-type (or Dicke) states, as well as GHZ type states
to future studies; as they require addressing decoherence and
errors in realistic settings separately.
II.

SET-UP AND FIGURES OF MERIT

We consider a system composed of two disjoint registers
of qubits labelled r and s, respectively. We allow for qubits
within a given register to interact with their nearest neighbors, however the two registers never directly communicate.
Instead their mutual interaction is mediated by an ancillary
shuttle qubit, A, which interacts with only one register qubit
at a time. In what follows we assume all interactions are energy preserving such that the evolution operator can be conveniently expressed as a partial swap operation
U = cos(γ)11 + i sin(γ)SWAP.

(1)

with SWAP = |00ih00| + |01ih10| + |10ih01| + |11ih11| and γ
dictates the length of time, or equivalently the strength, of
the interactions. As A plays the role of a shuttle facilitating
communication between r and s, we will require that its interactions are short ranged and weak, while we will allow the
interactions between qubits within a given register to take arbitrary values. In particular we will fix γ = 0.05 for the shuttleregister interactions, while we will focus on the limiting cases
of vanishing (γ = 0) and strong (γ = 0.95π/2) intra-register interactions. The choice of γ = 0.95π/2 in the strong interaction
case is to ensure the interaction results in an almost perfect
SWAP operation within the registers.
In Fig. 1 we show a diagram of the considered scenario,
where we have restricted the registers to be two qubits in
length. In what follows we will exhaustively assess the entanglement properties in this particular setting, however we
stress our results extend to larger register sizes. We will assume a discretized interaction time such that one step of the
evolution corresponds to (up to) four interactions as labelled
in Fig. 1 and, due to the shuttle-register interaction strength,
the system exhibits a quasi-periodicity after ∼45 steps.
It should be noted that the scheme considered here shares
important structural features with recently considered collision models (see e.g. Refs. [55] and [56] and references
therein), which have been introduced to provide a microscopic framework for modeling open quantum systems. Note
however that the perspective adopted in this paper is actually complementary to commonly considered collision models [55, 56]. In the context of our analysis, the shuttle corre-
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the setting. We consider two distinct registers
of qubits, r1 , r2 and s1 , s2 , whose mutual interaction is mediated by
an ancillary qubit, A. As A plays the role of a shuttle connecting
disjoint parts of the system, we restrict its interactions to be weak,
taking γ = 0.05 in Eq. (1), while the interactions within a given register can be of arbitrary strength but are restricted to be between nearest
neighbors. We discretize the time such that steps (i)-(iv) represent the
series of interactions realizing a single iteration of the process. The
system exhibits quasi-periodicity after ∼ 45 iterations.

sponds to the open system, while one (or both) registers would
represent an environment (here considered of finite and small
dimension). While one is usually interested in the reduced
system dynamics, here we look for the entanglement structure
emerging within the environment in these microscopic models
as a consequence of the repeated interaction with the system.
Our collision model scheme can be compared to a variation of a quantum Turing machine [57], where the shuttle
qubit acts as a writing/reading head, moving across an information tape whose role is played by the register qubits. As
a benchmark, let us consider an implementation based upon
stochastic local operations assisted by classical communications (SLOCC) where operations can be partially successful [3]. We label the controllers of the head and the tape qubits
as Alice and Bobs (Bob-1, Bob-2, ....). They are allowed to
make local operations on their respective qubits and to communicate with the other controllers classically. When the head
is on cell-i then Alice and Bob-i exchange the knowledge of
the states of their qubits, tell the other Bobs to remain idle,
then apply rotation on their qubits to exchange their states. If
the rotation operations are not synchronised and suffer from
time delays then swapping the states will be partially successful. Such a SLOCC implementation will map product states
into product states and cannot increase or produce entanglement per se.
Our collision model however is based on a quantum swap
operation which is strictly non-local. Though it is not universal, we can use a typical physical model of the swap operation, often used in collision models, given by the Heisenberg
exchange interaction
SWAP = exp (iJτσA · σi /~),

(2)
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where J is the exchange constant, τ is the interaction time,
σA , σi are the Pauli spin operators for the shuttle (head) and
the register (tape) qubits. Note that Eq. (2) agrees with the definition of a SWAP presented below Eq. (1) at a suitable time
up to a global phase factor. The free part of the Hamiltonian
commutes with the exchange interaction as we assume identical qubits. Accordingly operations in the collision model
scheme cannot raise the energy. Using Eq. (2) in Eq. (1) and
considering n rounds of operations determined by U ⊗n we see
that the terms in the evolution operator U ⊗n will be of the form

show choosing either of them to treat the shuttle can have a
significantly different effect on the entanglement content of
the registers.
To quantify the entanglement we will rely on measures
based on the positive partial transpose (PPT) criterion [1],
which faithfully detects entanglement in bipartite 2 × 2 and
2 × 3 dimensional systems. For two-qubit states the (unnormalized) negativity is defined as

exp (iHeff τ/~)

where λneg is the negative eigenvalue of the partially transposed density matrix, (for systems of more than two-qubits
one would take the sum of the negative eigenvalues). While
in general the PPT criterion is only a sufficient condition for
entanglement, i.e. there may be PPT states which are entangled, it nevertheless can be extended to larger systems.
To quantify the GME we will use the generalization introduced in Ref. [10]. By definition, if an arbitrary multipartite
state can be written as a mixture of different possible bipartitions, it is called bi-separable. A GME state is defined as a
state that does not admit such a bi-separable decomposition.
In Ref. [10] the problem of detecting GME is addressed by
finding an entanglement witness which has a positive expectation value if a given density matrix can be written as a mixture of PPT states and has a negative expectation value if this
is not possible. Note that the set of bi-separable states is a
subset of PPT mixtures and therefore no GME state can be a
PPT mixture. The key advantage of this approach is that constructing a witness with the aforementioned properties can be
achieved by semidefinite programming [59]. Furthermore, it
is then possible to define a GME measure by looking at the
negative expectation value of the witness as it satisfies all the
criteria to be an entanglement monotone. In fact, applied to
two-qubit states it returns precisely the negativity defined in
Eq. (8). Throughout this work we will adopt this approach in
order to quantify the entanglement content among the registers. Computation of the measure is done using the code provided by the authors of Ref. [10] available from [60], together
with the parser YALMIP [61] and the solver SDPT3 [62, 63].

(3)

where
(m)
Heff
= Jm

m
X

σ A · σi ,

(4)

i=1

with m < n. Heff is known as the Gaudin spin-star model [58].
The Heisenberg exchange interactions between the register
qubits and possible free evolutions of the non-colliding qubits
where dephasing may occur during the intermediate stages are
not included here. They are not part of the essential mechanism leading to W-type states in the scheme. Their positive
and negative effects will be considered in the subsequent sections by numerical simulations.
According to the underlying central spin model physics, we
predict that if we start with an excited shuttle qubit and register qubits in their ground states then the excitation will be
distributed over all the sites and give the so-called N-qubit Wtype entangled state. We will also show below that genuine
symmetric N-qubit W-states can also be produced by further
manipulation of the shuttle qubit. The central spin model can
also be used to predict the existence of collapse and revival
dynamics in the system as well as quasi-periodicity. We can
write the P
effective Hamiltonians in terms of collective operators aq ∼ i σ−i for the register qubits such that
(m)
Heff
= J m (σ+A aq + σ−A a†q ),

(5)

σzA .

where we have dropped the term with
The evolution
would then be the superposition of various excitation exchanges (Rabi oscillations) at different discrete Rabi frequencies. Accordingly, we expect a collapse and revival dynamics
for the system.
We will be interested in characterizing the entanglement
properties within and across the two registers. The degrees
of freedom associated to and any correlations shared with the
shuttle will be neglected, which we will account for in two different processes. Firstly, we will simply trace out A’s degrees
of freedom,
 
ρT ≡ ρr,s
(6)
T = TrA ρ .
Secondly, we will perform a projective measurement on the
shuttle according to
"
#
|0iA h0| ρ |0iA h0|
r,s
ρP ≡ ρP = TrA

 .
(7)
Tr |0iA h0| ρ |0iA h0|
Of course both procedures leave us with the reduced state of
the two initially disconnected registers, however as we will

N2 = −max[0, λneg ],

III.

(8)

ENTANGLEMENT GENERATION ACROSS
DISCONNECTED REGISTERS

We begin our analysis by considering the ideal situation
wherein both registers are initially in the same factorized state,
with each qubit in its respective ground state |0i. In addition
we fix the initial state of the shuttle to be |1i (some discussions
regarding other initial states for the shuttle will be addressed
in Sec. III A). In Fig. 2 we allow for strong interactions between the qubits within the two registers and assess the bi-,
tri-, and quadripartite entanglement. As shown in panel (a),
bipartite entanglement is generated between two qubits across
the registers. We find the behavior is qualitatively the same
regardless of whether we examine two qubits whose interaction is directly mediated, i.e. the shuttle interacts with the
qubits sequentially as in the case of r1 and s1 , or if there is
a lag in the effective interaction between the spins, as in the
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FIG. 2. (a) Bipartite entanglement, (b) Tripartite entanglement, and
(c) Quadripartite entanglement. In all panels register qubits are initialized in |0i, while the shuttle’s initial state is |1i. The shuttleregister interaction is weak, γ = 0.05 while we assume strong interactions within both registers, γ = 0.95 π2 . The upper curves in each
panel correspond to a projective measurement performed on the shuttle, while the lower curves correspond to tracing over the shuttle’s
degrees of freedom.

case of qubits r1 and s2 and furthermore, the dynamical maxima achieved are comparable. We remark that a quantitative
difference is present in the state of the registers depending on
how the shuttle degrees of freedom are eliminated. A significantly larger amount of entanglement is achieved in the case
of a projective measurement.
In Fig. 2 (b) we turn our attention to GME present in tripartite reduced states. When the shuttle qubit’s degrees of freedom are traced out we find that the tripartite GME behaves in
a qualitatively similar manner to the bipartite entanglement.
While there is some weak dependence on which three of the

four qubits we analyze, nevertheless genuine tripartite entanglement is always established. Conversely, we find more significant differences when we perform the projective measurement on the shuttle. In this case the GME exhibited is much
more sensitive to which of the three qubits we are analyzing.
In the case of r1 , s1 , and s2 we find a consistent behavior with
all the previous cases, where the entanglement peaks once during the period of the evolution. Contrarily, for the tuple r1 , r2 ,
and s1 the tripartite entanglement grows significantly faster in
the initial stages and peaks twice during the same period. The
order of interactions in the collision model scheme (cf. Fig. 1)
leads to the “lag” in the rise of the entanglement among different partitions of the register qubits. Notice that these peaks occur when the complementary tri- and bipartite entanglements
are relatively low. Additionally we find that in the middle of
the period both tuples achieve comparable values for the GME
in line with the behavior of the two-qubit states.
The quadripartite GME is shown in panel (c). We see that
the overall qualitative behavior is consistent with that shown
in panel (a). Again performing a projective measurement on
the shuttle leads to a significant increase in the amount of
GME generated across the registers. Interestingly, the quadripartite entanglement is quickly established in this case, while
it requires almost an order of magnitude more steps if the shuttle is traced out.
Fig. 3 examines precisely the same setting with one important difference: the qubits within a given register no longer
directly interact with one-another. While it may be natural
to assume that the strong interactions considered previously
would facilitate the creation of entanglement, we find that this
is not necessarily the case. When the shuttle is traced out
we find that the overall features exhibited by the bi-, tri-, and
quadripartite entanglements are largely unaffected, although
evidently there are some minor quantitative and qualitative
differences. The most remarkable difference is in the general behavior when a projective measurement on the shuttle
qubit is performed. In panel (a) we see the bipartite entanglement shared across the two registers between qubits r1 and s1
is almost constant, while the entanglement between r1 and s2
exhibits a more complex dynamics wherein it reaches much
larger values initially followed by a jagged behavior, jumping significantly from one iteration to the next. In panel (b)
we see a similar jagged dynamics for the tripartite GME. It is
interesting that once again there is a symmetry appearing between the two reduced tripartite states with the entanglement
dynamics being almost perfectly antisymmetric. We find the
quadripartite GME established is stable and behaves in a qualitatively identical manner to the bipartite entanglement shared
between r1 and s1 . After the first two iterations its value is
already close to maximal, which is followed by a jagged transient before settling into an almost constant value for the rest
of the period.
The main and non-trivial results here are that we can
achieve the maximally entangled symmetric W-state in a
shorter time, and freeze it, at least quasi-periodically. Fast
generation and long time storage of many-qubit symmetric Wstates are of broad interest for applications to quantum memories, quantum simulations, and quantum thermodynamics.
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Characterization of the entanglement structure

We can gain insight into these features by closer examination of the state generated during the dynamics. Due to the energy preserving nature of the interaction, the unitary dynamics
of the overall system, and the fact that the only excitation in
the total system is concentrated in the shuttle initially, it is
easy to see that after at most two iterations the state of the
shuttle+registers is
|ψir,A,s = a1 |00001i + a2 |00010i + a3 |00100i
+ a4 |01000i + a5 |10000i ,

60

80

n

where

FIG. 3. As for Fig. 2, except taking the interaction strength within
the registers to be zero.

A.

40

various interactions, the state is constrained to always take this
form, which clearly exhibits GME. We can now clearly see the
reason for projective measurements to lead to enhancements
in the degree of entanglement established between the registers compared to tracing over A’s degrees of freedom. If we
trace out the shuttle, the resulting state of the registers is
ED r,s
r,s
2
2
ρr,s
=
|a
|
+
(1
−
|a
|
)
ψ
(10)
|0000ih0000|
3
3
T
W ψW ,
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FIG. 4. Dynamics of the absolute values of coefficients bi in Eq. (11)
for (a) strong and (b) zero intra-register interactions. Note that for
bi ∼ 0.5 indicates that we have obtained a symmetric W-state.
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(9)

i.e. a five qubit ‘W-like’ state,Pwhere we have used the ordering {r1 , r2 , A, s1 , s2 } with i |ai |2 = 1 and ai > 0. While
the coefficients are delicately dependent on the strength of the

E
ψr,s
W = b1 |0001i + b2 |0010i + b3 |0100i + b4 |1000i , (11)
P
with j |b j |2 = 1. Conversely when a projective measurement
on to the ground state of the shuttle is performed, the state of
the registers is simply given by the pure GME state, Eq. (11).
Thus, the entanglement content in both states is due to the
same W-state structure present in Eq. (11). Tracing over A
simply leads to a classical mixture of an unentangled state
with the four qubit entangled state of the register, and therefore must reduce the amount of GME present.
In fact, closer examination of the coefficients bi in Eq. (11)
reveals that the states that achieve the maximal amount of
GME in Figs. 2 (c) and 3 (c) have a fidelity > 0.995 with a perfect four-qubit W-state. This can also be seen by looking at the
absolute value of bi throughout the dynamics, which is presented in Fig. 4. The point where all coefficients become equal
to 0.5 is where the symmetric W-state is formed. It is possible to observe that for the strong intra-register interactions,
Fig 4 (a), the register qubits quasi-periodically form a symmetric W- state for a short instance during the dynamics. On
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the other hand, for zero intra-register interactions, Fig 4 (b),
the quasi-periodically formed W-state lasts for larger number
of collisions, which can be viewed as freezing of the generated GME state. Considering the way in which the setup is
initiated and the kind of interactions governing the dynamics,
such a behavior may be expected to extend to arbitrarily sized
registers. We have confirmed that similar fidelities occur between a N-qubit W-state and the dynamical state of our protocol for registers of up to five qubits in length (i.e. N = 10), thus
supporting the intuition that our scheme can efficiently generate GME states across disjoint systems with minimal requirements. Naturally, as the register size is increased the quasiperiodicity observed in our systems is affected, in particular
for larger registers we observe in our numerical analysis that a
slightly larger number of iterations of the process is required
to come close to a W-state, with the overall periodicities of 45
iterations for two-qubit registers versus 56 for four-qubit registers. This indicates that the observed periodicity is related
to both the geometry of the setting and the relative coupling
strengths. Although one may argue that the scheme is expected to work this way given the initial state and the nature
of the interaction, it is important to emphasise the necessity
of the projective measurement on the shuttle in order to obtain the almost perfect symmetric W-state in the registers. A
possible generalisation of the scheme may be to initialise the
system with k-shuttles in the excited state instead of one and
coherently distribute these excitations to obtain k-excitation
Dicke state.
A similar analysis also elucidates the peculiar behavior exhibited near these periodic points in the dynamics when a
projection is performed on the shuttle. It is easy to confirm
that near these points the coefficient a3 in Eq. (9) is large,
being & 0.95. The projective measurement therefore has a
significant effect on the magnitude of the remaining coefficients such that small differences in their values are greatly
enhanced in the resulting pure four-qubit state, Eq. (11). In
Fig. 2 (Fig. 3) when a spike (dip) appears in the GME, this
corresponds to when the coefficients a1 , a2 , a4 , a5 are sufficiently small that from one iteration to the next the seemingly minor changes in amplitudes are drastically affected after the projective measurement on the shuttle. For the zero
intra-register interactions case shown in Fig. 3, the relatively
flat behavior of the entanglement after a projective measurement is also succinctly explained in this way. If the registers
do not directly exchange any information, then the excitation
can only be moved throughout the system by the shuttle. As
the shuttle interacts identically with every register qubit, each
interaction is similar, although since the state of the shuttle
changes after each interaction they are not equivalent. Regardless, the resulting coefficients of a1 , a2 , a4 , a5 remain
largely comparable for each iteration, and therefore under the
projective measurement we realise close to a perfect W-state
in this case for almost the entire dynamics.
While the above analysis is restricted to the initial condition |00100i, we find a qualitatively similar behavior for any
pure initial state of the shuttle. If the shuttle is initially prepared in some superposition we find the only difference is a
coherent contribution of |00000i in Eq. (9). It is easy to con-

vince oneself that this additional contribution only reduces the
observed amount of entanglement, while leaving the overall
features largely intact. In particular the protocol still produces
W-state GME across the registers, albeit reduced in magnitude.

IV.

ROBUSTNESS TO RELEVANT NOISE

From the previous analysis it is clear that genuine multipartite entanglement can be created across disjoint quantum
registers with only the use of a single ancillary shuttle qubit.
While crucially the preceding section restricted to the idealized setting, in this section we examine the effect the most
relevant sources of noise have on the generated entanglement.
In particular we assess: (i) an imperfect implementation modelled via randomly missed shuttle-register interactions, (ii)
asymmetric thermal effects, and (iii) dephasing.

A.

Imperfect Implementation

We begin assessing the robustness of the entanglement generation scheme by relaxing the requirement that all interactions faithfully occur. Here we will assume that the shuttle
qubit may fail to interact with a register qubit with some probability, while the interactions within a given register take place
without any failure. This is justified for two reasons, firstly it
is reasonable to expect that the qubits in a register are close
to one-another for example they could be spin ensembles with
strong nearest neighbor coupling and therefore interaction effects may not be neglected. Secondly, as we have seen from
the previous analysis the intra-register interactions play a significantly diminished role in the entanglement properties of
the overall system. Therefore, in what follows we assume
the same initial configuration as in the previous section, i.e.
|00100i, the same strong intra-register interactions, and that
there is a probability, p, that there will be no interaction between the shuttle qubit and a register qubit at a given step,
i.e. every shuttle-register interaction occurs with probability
(1 − p). We perform a statistical average over many realisations for each value of p to achieve good convergence.
In Fig. 5 we plot the bi-, tri-, and quadripartite entanglement generated as a function of p, all of which exhibit the
same qualitative behavior. The left column shows the entanglement when the shuttle is traced out. For small p the entanglement has the same quasi-periodicity shown in Fig. 2. We
see that while the rate of failure of interaction between the
shuttle qubit and a register qubit, p, has strong affect on the
quasi-periodic collision dynamics of the entanglement, it has
neglgible effect on the amount of entanglement. In essence, a
large probability to miss an interaction only delays the establishment of GME across the registers.
The right column corresponds to when the projective measurement on the shuttle is performed. In this case we find
the entanglement is more robust to the failures in coupling the
shuttle qubit to a register qubit interactions than in the case
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FIG. 5. Dynamical entanglement as a function of the probability, p,
that the shuttle-register interaction is missed. (a) Bipartite entanglement between r1 and s1 when the shuttle is traced out and (b) after
a projective measurement is performed on the shuttle. (c) Tripartite
negativity between qubits r1 , r2 , and s1 when the shuttle is traced
out and (d) after a projective measurement is performed on the shuttle. (e) Quadripartite entanglement after the shuttle is traced out for
p = 0, p = 0.3, and p = 0.8 and (f) after a projective measurement
on the shuttle for p = 0, p = 0.3, and p = 0.8. In all panels we
consider strong interactions within the registers, assume the register
qubits’ initial states to be |0i, and the shuttle’s initial state is |1i.

where the shuttle qubit is traced out. As evidenced in panels (b), (d) and (f) for moderate values of p entanglement
is still consistently created after only a few steps, and even
when p ∼ 0.9 comparable amounts of entanglement are still
generated after 30 iterations on average. Once again we find
the entanglement generated after a projective measurement
on the shuttle is performed is remarkably stable throughout
the dynamics. Enhancement of the plateau over the number
of collisions where the entanglement remains maximum suggests that increasing p is a means for approximately turning
off the shuttle-register interaction after the symmetric W-state
is generated. This can be of practical significance as freezing the symmetric multi-qubit W-state would correspond to a
long-life quantum memory for quantum information, thermodynamics, and simulation applications. While in Fig. 5 we
have shown the results for the reduced states r1 -s1 and r1 -r2 s1 , we remark in line with Sec. III the behavior is consistent
for other suitable choices of qubits.

FIG. 6. Thermal effects on generated entanglement after n = 25 iterations. Qubits within both registers are initially in Gibbs states at
temperatures T 1 and T 2 for r and s, respectively, while the shuttle
is initially in its excited state |1i. We consider strong interactions
within the registers, γ = 0.95 π2 and weak shuttle-register interactions, γ = 0.05. In both panels solid curves correspond to a projective
measurement on the shuttle, while dashed curves correspond to tracing over the shuttle’s degrees of freedom. Temperature of r-register
(a) T 1 = 0 and (b) T 1 = 1.

B.

Thermal Effects

We next examine how the initial temperature of the registers affects the ability to generate entanglement. In particular
we will assume that the qubits in each register are initially
in thermal equilibrium, i.e. ri (si ) is described by the Gibbs
state, ρth = e−σz /T /Z, at a temperature T 1 (T 2 ). In light of the
previous analysis, we will again assume that all interactions
take place faithfully, and we shall focus on the effect that this
initial temperature has on the entanglement after 25 iterations,
which corresponds to large amounts of entanglement in shared
across all qubits, cfr. Sec III.
In Fig. 6 (a) we consider the case when only register s is
thermal, while the qubits within r are well isolated and therefore initialized in |0i. Again we confirm that performing a
projective measurement on the shuttle greatly enhances the
observed entanglement. Indeed, for the bipartite entanglement
established between r1 and s1 we see that it is significantly
more resilient to the thermal effects than when A is traced
out, almost doubling the range of allowed temperatures for
T 2 before the entanglement vanishes. This behavior is even
more striking for the multipartite entanglement. For tripartite
states, projective measurements on the shuttle lead to more
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than a five-fold increase in the resilience to the thermal effects, and this range is increased further for the quadripartite
state. Indeed it is quite a remarkable feature that the GME
established is consistently more robust to thermal noise than
the entanglement of the reduced states, requiring higher temperatures before vanishing. In panel (b) we see that if both
registers are initially thermal, the overall effect is to reduce
the achievable entanglement. In particular, when the shuttle
is traced out all entanglement vanishes for small values of T 2 .
Conversely, projective measurements on the shuttle ensure a
better resilience to the increased temperatures and the quadripartite entanglement remains non-zero for a wide temperature
range.
A final interesting feature in Fig. 6 is the invariance of the
observed entanglement for low temperatures. We clearly see
that despite the mixing induced by the thermal noise, the GME
established remains constant up to a given value of temperature, only after which this mixing becomes detrimental and
leads to a decay in the entanglement.
C.

Qubit Dephasing

Finally, we consider a setting where independent dephasing channels act on the register qubits after they have interacted with the shuttle. Similar to the previous subsections,
our aim is to determine how robust the generated entanglement is when the register qubits are subject to quantum noise.
The Kraus operators describing the dephasing channel are
!
!
p
√ 1 0
1 0
K1 = q
K2 = 1 − q
.
(12)
0 1
0 −1
This map can be viewed as leaving the qubit intact with probability q and changing its relative phase with probability 1 − q.
In a way the parameter q controls how strong the dephasing
process is affecting the register qubits. Clearly, setting q = 1
recovers the clean (noiseless) dynamics presented in Sec. III.
In Fig. 7 we show the entanglement for different values of q
in the bi-, tri- and quadripartite cases for strong intra-register
interactions and for a projective measurement on the shuttle
qubit. Contrarily to the previous section, dephasing is shown
to be detrimental to the entanglement, even a small amount
of dephasing, i.e. q ∼ 0.999, is sufficient to significantly reduce the amount of entanglement present and all are null for
q < 0.95. It is worth noting that after a sufficient number of iterations all entanglement vanishes, first the quadripartite, followed by tripartite and finally the bipartite. Such as behavior is somewhat at variance with the other sources of noise
previously considered where the system maintained a quasiperiodicity.
V.

POSSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION

A promising candidate system for the implementation of
our protocol are transmon qubits due to their long coherence
lifetimes and tuneable gate operations with short implementation times [49–53]. The state-of-the-art Josephson-junction
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FIG. 7. Effects of qubit dephasing on (a) Bipartite entanglement
between r1 and s1 . (b) Tripartite entanglement between r1 , r2 and s1 .
(c) Quadripartite entanglement across both registers. In all panels
we assume strong interactions between register qubits γ = 0.95 π2 ,
weak shuttle-register interactions γ = 0.05, all register qubits are
initialized in state |0i, shuttle qubit is initialized in state |1i, and a
projective measurement is performed on the shuttle.

transmon qubits have a coherence lifetime, t2 , of the order of
∼ 10 µs, with the typical interaction time between the qubits
being ∼ 10 ns [53]. The switching on and off of these interactions plays the role of our qubit collisions. Considering one iteration of our model consists of at least four collisions, the time needed to complete 50 collisions is around
100 ns, which is still two orders of magnitude shorter than
the t2 time. The dephasing values, q, corresponding to the
time scales mentioned above can be found from the relation
q = (exp(−t/2t2 ) + 1)/2, which for transmon qubits gives us
qt ≈ 0.9975. Clearly this value of qt lies between the q values
reported in Fig. 7 and hence implementing our scheme with
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transmon qubits, all bi-, tri- and quadripartite entanglement
are present among the register qubits. Certainly, this conclusion is valid assuming that the register qubits are at zero temperature. However, the operating temperatures of transmon
qubits with the considered specifications are around 10 mK
[53], which is well within the temperature window where all
types of entanglement are present, as shown in Sec IV B.
One possible source of noise that have not been considered
in Sec. IV is the imperfect initialization of the shuttle qubit
in our scheme; we assume that our shuttle always starts in
a pure state. While this assumption is evidently not always
justified, for our envisaged implementation using transmon
qubits realized in circuit QED setups, the initialization of all
qubits, including the registers, to desired pure states can be
performed by the fast reset of qubits to their ground state
followed by application of suitable gates [64]. The success
of the initialization is therefore limited by the purification fidelity of the ground state preparation. If the reset is employed
passively, such that the qubit waits to reach equilibrium with
the ambient temperature of the experimental setup, then the
time scale is determined by the relaxation time. If faster reset times are required, active refrigeration schemes can be
employed [65, 66]. Early experimental implementations of
active purification with autonomous feedback techniques reported high fidelities (more than 99.5%) for the preparation
of the ground state in short times (less than 3 s) [67] and recently these results have been improved using 3D transmon
qubits [68].
Another possible platform to implement the present scheme
is molecular nanomagnets, which are also known to have t2
times at the order of ∼ 10 µs [69]. It has been shown that it
is possible to achieve a switchable coupling among them, enabling the possibility to implement two-qubit gates with application times around ∼ 10 ns [70]. Furthermore, such systems
can be combined to build scalable architectures, such as the
setup considered in this work. Therefore, due to the similarity in the time scales with transmon qubits, the applicability
of our protocol outlined previously also applies to molecular
nanomagnets.
Current literature on the generation of W-states rely on
different techniques. One of the well-known schemes is
the cavity-fiber-cavity systems [40, 41], where the entangled
states are generated by coupling the atoms or molecules inside a cavity through an optical fiber and attempt to engineer
central spin (qubit-star or spin star) models [58] indirectly by
fine tuning the model parameters. These proposals naturally
require a continuous physical coupling between the cavities,
whereas we consider discrete interactions among the shuttle
and register qubits with less control over the system parameters. Another well-established method is based on fusion techniques [38, 39], where two or more smaller sized entangled
states are sent through the fusion operation and, with a certain
probability, create a larger sized W-state. Our scheme substantially differs from them, mainly due to the fact that it does
not require any previously entangled resources. Instead, we
initiate our protocol with a product state and the energy preserving character of the interaction between the shuttle and
registers unitarily drives the system close to a W-state of the
size of registers. Therefore, the model presented here is capa-

ble of generating W-states with limited control and resources
compared to other techniques in the field.

VI.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have assessed a simple entanglement generation scheme
that creates robust genuine multipartite entanglement (GME)
in disconnected systems. We have shown that through rounds
of interactions with a shuttle system, which mediates effective
coupling between disjoint registers, all the constituent qubits
become entangled. In the case of ‘clean’ registers, with all
qubits initially in their respective ground states, it is sufficient
to engineer an energy preserving interaction between a shuttle, initialized in its excited state, and the qubits in the register. The degree of entanglement, and most crucially the symmetric W-state generation, was shown to be sensitive to the
way in which the shuttle is manipulated: we established that
projective measurements lead to a significant increase in the
GME compared to simply tracing out the shuttle’s degrees of
freedom, which can be understood from the convexity of entanglement, such that the produced state comes very close to
the maximally entangled symmetric many-qubit W-state. We
further showed that the entanglement generated was not significantly affected by additional interactions occurring within
the registers. We extended our analysis to take into account
several sources of noise in the process, specifically, a failure to
couple the shuttle qubit to a register qubit during a given collision with some probability, initial thermal states of the register
qubits, and dephasing in the register qubits. We showed that
the proposed scheme is robust under these imperfections; the
most degrading effects are due to dephasing, while increasing absence of shuttle qubit and register qubit interactions can
be used to freeze the generated W state for quantum memory
applications.
Recent work has shown that controlling the various interactions between the microscopic constituents in these collision models allows to explore in a robust and systematic way
both Markovian, i.e. memoryless, and non-Markovian dynamics [71–79]. This suggests that an extension of our analysis could also be used to explore the possible relevance of
non-Markovianity in entanglement generation.
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